
DEVELOPING A FRAMEWORK TO ANALYZE CORPORATE

models for creating of a holistic view of business options based on schemes of our aim is to develop a framework for
analyzing business models of software.

The breadth of its targeting refers to the competitive scope of the business. Timmers , p. The first group is
normative. Interpretive strategy: A more recent and less developed model than the linear and adaptive models,
interpretive strategy is concerned with "orienting metaphors constructed for the purpose of conceptualizing
and guiding individual attitudes or organizational participants. Exhibit 1 outlines the key areas covered by
each strategic project: 1. What is considered "value" to the customer? For example, Leem et al. External
market situation overall trends and competition analysis , 2. The conducted analysis in this paper suggests V 4
BM Dimensions i. Top frameworks are used by consultants to assess industry and business current state and
potential during a strategy development projects 1. Subsequently, to group classes sharing common
characteristics with each other, we employed a bottom-up approach in which the 13 classes have been
classified into four compositional aspects of the BM concept, using the same principles and techniques
mentioned previously see the aforementioned evaluation framework; points 1â€”3. It is especially used when
analysing industries. The prevailing concept in strategy up to the s was to create a product of high technical
quality. The deducted 13 classes complement each other and can be considered constituent elements i. The
content of this article is intended to provide a general guide to the subject matter. Porter described an industry
as having multiple segments that can be targeted by a firm. In five forces analysis he identified the forces that
shape the industry structure or environment. Each industry is unique and has its own set of value drivers. This
section provides a first level of clarity by chronologically presenting and examining a classification of 22
selected scholarly definitions of the BM concept Table 1 , covering the years â€” Revenue sources, Position in
the value chain. It has been empirically confirmed by some firms at various points in their history. Relations in
a business model are formulated in terms of values exchanged between the actors. Companies that pursued the
highest market share position to achieve cost advantages fit under Porter's cost leadership generic strategy, but
the concept of choice regarding differentiation and focus represented a new perspective. This was called the
production orientation. Value proposition, Architecture, Network of partners, Relationship capital, Customer
segments, Revenue. Companies continued to diversify as conglomerates until the s, when deregulation and a
less restrictive anti-trust environment led to the view that a portfolio of operating divisions in different
industries was worth more as many independent companies, leading to the breakup of many conglomerates.
The growth-share matrix, a part of B. The need for continuous adaption reduces or eliminates the planning
window.


